EMISSIONS
REDUCTION

CONGREGATIONS
AND INDIVIDUALS
An information booklet outlining why and how we can reduce
greenhouse gas emissions in our homes and churches. Created by the
'Church and Individual Emissions' Task Group as part of the Uniting
Church of Australia NSW/ACT Synod Climate Strategy.

MEAT REDUCTION
WHAT IT
INVOLVES

WHY IT
MATTERS

Reducing the amount of meat

Animal products contribute one-third of

we eat (particularly red meat)

the average Australian’s impact on the

and replacing it with healthy

natural world (our ecological footprint).

plant-based alternatives such
as nuts, seeds, whole grains,

Ruminant animals like cattle and sheep

beans and legumes.

produce 10% of Australia’s greenhouse
gases in the form of methane, 28 times

It can have health benefits for

more potent than carbon dioxide.

[1,2]

many people and will promote
a healthy climate through a

Decreasing demand for meat products

reduction in greenhouse gas

would minimise the amount of methane

emissions. It’s a win-win!

produced.
Farming livestock also requires significant
water use and land clearing. Producing 1kg
of red meat requires 15,415L of water
whereas 1kg of legumes takes 4055L. [3]
Over the last 200 years, Australia has lost
75% of its rainforests and nearly 50% of
all forests due to land clearing, much of it
for animal agriculture.

[4]

This

has resulted in a reduction in biodiversity,
extinction of many species, and
land degradation.

MEAT REDUCTION
WHAT WE
CAN DO
Simply reduce the amount of meat you eat,
either by:
Having smaller portions of meat in
your meals
Eating more meals which do not
contain meat at all
Going vegetarian for a certain number
of days per week
Currently, Australians consume on
average 92kg of meat per person per
year, three times the recommended
dietary amount. [5] It is recommended that
adults eat no more than 65g of lean,
cooked red meat per day. [6] You don’t
have to go hungry - you can replace the
meat with plant-based alternatives!

MORE
RESOURCES
1. www.mla.com.au
2. www.epa.nsw.gov.au
3. www.eatforhealth.gov.au

TRANSPORT
WHY IT
MATTERS

THE FACTS

Transport is one of the largest

kilometre than petrol driven cars.[3]

Train, bus and light rail emit far less
greenhouse gas pollution per person per

contributors to Australia’s
overall greenhouse gas

Cars are responsible for nearly half of all

pollution. It accounts for 19%

transport greenhouse gas emissions in

of national emissions, making

Australia and have grown steadily, 22%

it the second highest source

since 2005.

[1]

after electricity. [1]
Flying represents a major source of
For individuals and private

emissions, though used by fewer people.

households, transport

An Australia to London return flight

represents the greatest

generates 4 tonnes of CO2 per passenger

proportion of their
greenhouse gas emissions.

[2]

compared to the average Australian car
travelling 15,500 kilometres a year which
will produce 3 tonnes of CO2. [4]
Domestic flights have higher emission
intensity because fuel is burned more
intensely in the take-off phase.
Australia’s transport emissions ranked
second worst among 23 of the largest
energy using countries. Reasons include
the long distances in Australia and the low
availability and use of public transport
leading to higher use of cars.[5]

TRANSPORT
WHAT WE
CAN DO

COMPARING
[3]
EMISSIONS

Immediate and short term

Train

Walk, cycle or use public transport for
short trips (for example, going to work,

Light Rail

recreational activities or the shops)
When driving is unavoidable, try car-

Bus

pooling (such as when going to church)
Electric Car

Utilise technology to meet rather than
travelling to meetings. This can make

New Car

car and train trips, or even plane flights
unnecessary
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Medium and long term
Choose a more fuel efficient car
(hybrid or electric) as your next
vehicle. See references for resources

[6]

Travel less by air or avoid flights
altogether (until effective, sustainable
aviation fuels are developed)
As a voter
Support investment in effective public
transport systems such as rail, tram
and cycle lanes in urban areas
Consider planning proposals that
optimise alternative transport options

ENERGY
WHY IT
MATTERS

AVERAGE
AUSTRALIAN
FAMILY'S
[2]
EMISSIONS

Households use about 11.5% of all energy
in Australia: about 4% for transport and
7.5% in our homes. [1]

40%

Many church buildings are only used for a
limited number of hours per week meaning

30%

emissions from our homes are usually
much higher and offer the most scope to

20%

reduce them.
10%

However, reducing energy use in our
churches and homes can be a public
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witness to caring for God's world. As well
as reducing carbon emissions,
it is a chance to show what can be
achieved and engrain a culture of
sustainability in our communities.
Appliances use differing amounts of
energy. A reverse cycle air conditioner is
highly efficient but uses 500 times more
energy than an LED light bulb. The biggest
users are mostly appliances running for
long hours such as air conditioners, water
heaters, fridges, computers and TVs.

ENERGY
WHAT WE
CAN DO
Purchase green electricity from your
electricity supplier. Green electricity is
accredited by the government to be
zero-emissions from wind, hydro and
solar generators. It is not the same as
carbon offsetting which takes years to
make an impact (such as planting trees).
Reduce energy use
For heating, insulation is important but
simpler and more important is stopping
draughts. A leaky house will replace all
its air several times per hour. We can
also only heat the rooms we need and
reduce the aircon temperature setting.
For cooling, consider ceiling fans and
improving cross ventilation instead of
aircon. A split-system air conditioner
uses 100 times the energy of a fan.
For water heating, heat pump heaters
are 3x more efficient than traditional
electric. Choose the lower temperature
setting and switch off when you're away.

Disconnect from gas
11% of Australia's carbon
emissions are from Fugitive
Emissions (methane escaping
from things like gas wells).
Burning gas also releases
CO2. Consider reverse cycle
air conditioning and electric
water heating that uses heat
pump technology.
Install solar
This is a great way to be selfsufficient. You can use solar
thermal for water heating
Excess power you generate
can even be sold to your
electricity provider!
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More information
Uniting Church climate advocacy: https://www.unitingearth.org.au/
Ecumenical enviro change program for churches: https://fiveleafecoawards.org/
Adapted from: www.arrcc.org.au/living_the_change

